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2015 Seminar and E-Book 

Seminar 2015  Summary and Future 
 

Low Turnout at Seminar and Gold Coast Tourney  

The annual HTR seminar was held on July 22, 2015 at the Gold Coast hotel in Las Vegas. We had 

approximately 45 people in the room including the helpers and speakers. Most years we count 50 or more 

for the HTR event. So the turnout at our seminar has only dipped a little compared to the alarming drop in 

attendance at the Gold Coast Summer Classic tournament that follows the next day. There were just 213 

entries, but maybe only 150 actual players as many had multiple entries.    
 

The Gold Coast contest used to attract well over 400 entrants and first prize over $75,000. This year the 

winner received far less than half that amount and the entire prize structure was disappointing for those 

that had a good week of handicapping. You can read more about the results and HTR player's feedback in 

the HTR Tournament forum at this link.   
 

http://www.HTR2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=14803 
 

Many factors conspire to reduce turnout at live events these days. The most important is the time and 

expense of attending a 2 or 3 day tournament. Transportation and lodging typically double the cost of the 

entry fee. Most tournament players will be attracted to live events only if the first prize is $100,000 or 

more. Online contests are now offering prize structures that compete with smaller live events and there 

are no travel or hotel costs. 
 

Our annual seminar is a partnership with the Gold Coast contest as we receive a meeting-room comp the 

day before the tournament. Without the comp, we would have to charge $100 or more to cover the cost of 

ballroom rental and that would reduce turnout even further. Several people told me that they would not 

attend the seminar this year because the tournament prizes were too small and not worth the trip.   
 

So will there be another live HTR seminar in 2016? Probably not, but the annual E-Book could be 

partnered with a video presentation to view on your computer. The price would be the same ($40 donation 

to webmaster John) but you won't have to leave the couch. Without the HTR seminar, it is likely the Gold 

Coast tournament will be cancelled or made into a local Vegas event after 2016 if the attendance falls 

below 200 entries. 
  
We have enjoyed 20 years of HTR seminars and are the only regular live horse handicapping event still in 

existence. Although many of us would miss the experience in terms of social interaction and classroom 

learning, it may be time to throw in the towel and try a different approach with an online seminar.   
 

Seminar 2015 Speakers 

At this year's seminar, Judy Wagner graciously replaced the late Mike Mayo as speaker and talked to us 

about current news and happenings for horseplayers including the pending tax relief bill in Congress that 

will eliminate the antiquated IRS signer rule at $602. My presentation focused on the 2015 E-Book and 

Turf Scan screen in HTR-Tour along with the TSpot angle. We also watched Mike Mayo's haunting 

farewell video. If you would like to view the video online, the link is available on our website. It was 

great to have Ron Tiller from HDW back with us along with Ernie Logsdon who was the original member 

of HTR. Thanks again to John, Pam, Herman and webmaster John O. for volunteering as room helpers 

and tech support. 

http://www.htr2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=14803
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot   Concept and Development 
 

This article references the HTR 2015 E-Book "The Grass is Greener". If you haven't read it, it is highly 

recommended as it focuses exclusively on Turf races and proposes strategies that are unusual and unique 

to HTR. One of those strategies is the creation of a multi-faceted spot play called "TSpot" which is the 

basis of our discussion and research in this article. Here is the link to order the newest E-Book from 

webmaster John:  http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm 
 

TSpot Concept  /  Kentenders Comparison 

A few years ago, HTR introduced the original idea of a fixed spot play called Kentenders. Users did not 

know the exact parameters or factors involved, but they did have access to it for testing in Robot3 and 

could see Kentenders marked on various handicapping screens. The results from the original test sample 

revealed a flat-bet profit with a large yearly sample size. While the win percentage remained steady going 

forward, the ROI for Kentenders began to steadily slide downward. The Kentenders were clearly getting 

over bet. Perhaps the drop in payoffs was a result of over-betting by our members or simply the saturation 

effect of the same data set in the hands of other motivated horseplayers looking for similar angles.   
 

Kentenders was developed as a "universal spot play" - all race categories were in play with no separation 

for age/class/distance/surface, etc. As such, the Kentenders exhibited a pattern that was too easily 

recognized. Kentenders remains part of HTR and has made a nice comeback depending on the data 

sample tested. The key is to isolate it with specific race conditions. For example, Kentenders ROI is much 

higher with Routes than Sprints (any surface). Overall the ROI for Kentenders is now about 0.93 for 

thousands of races of all types during a year period.   
 

The 2015 E-Book covered individual grass distances to locate specific factors with the highest impact in 

each category. The differences were pronounced, especially between Turf Sprint and Route. Initially I 

thought of creating several individual spot plays based on each of the turf-distance chapters in the book.  

The experience with the Kentenders made me pause on that idea though, because it could result in the 

same depletion of ROI as bettors became aware of the key patterns for success. TSpot needed to be more 

complex to remain viable for the long run.  

 

Complexity is the Key 

These days, betting horses is as much about the chess match with your fellow horseplayers as it is about 

handicapping. The bettors that influence the tote the most are well funded, high-tech and have plenty of 

research data. It is not easy to outsmart them and extract consistent ROI patterns that they won't also 

uncover. I did not want to repeat the mistake of the Kentenders with a 'one size fits all' approach.   
 

TSpot needed a certain mystery to it and that could be accomplished by allowing horses to be designated 

that had nothing in common. For example, you might find a TSpot play with Fr1=1 and Luck entered at 

5.0T while another TSpot has L/P=1 and Razor Sharp at 9.0T an hour later. Those two have no similar 

factor attributes except that they are running on the grass. The key is to create such a complex maze of 

different types of TSpot plays that it cannot be readily understood, copied or mined individually from the 

data.   
 

While 100% of the TSpot information is found within the 2015 E-Book and on the Turf Scan screen, the 

array of potential factor permutations is so large as to confuse even the most dedicated researcher. Not to 

mention most of the factors used are proprietary HTR ratings that defy convention such as "Luck" and 

"Razor Sharp".    

http://htr2.com/km/SeminarEbook.htm
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot   Track by Track 
 

For all research in this issue, the following parameters were used. 
 

 TSpot  (Turf races only) 

 Purse $10,000+ 

 September 1, 2014 - August 31, 2015 
 

We start the investigation of TSpot by looking at the array of racetracks in play. The majority of the 

TSpot plays come from the top North American tracks that use the turf course regularly. Notice 

considerable variance in results from track to track. The "Longs" column let's you know if one or more of 

the winners paid $30 or more (14/1 odds and up). The list is sorted by the number of plays. * = Place ROI 

was strong and much higher than the Win ROI. 
 

Track  TSpot Plays  Win WROI    Longs 
 

ALL            2969           15%   0.99     Yes 
 

GP              447           14%   1.04     Yes 

SA              220           15%   1.25     Yes 

LRL             147           08%   0.59     No 

BEL             142           11%   0.67*    Yes 

GG              125           17%   0.78*    No  
 

AP              124           19%   0.98     Yes 

MTH             105           22%   1.32     Yes 

WO              103           18%   1.42     Yes 

IND             098           12%   0.63     No 

DMR             083           19%   1.62     Yes 
 

SAR             076           14%   0.72     No 

TAM             075           28%   2.04     Yes 

CRC/GPW         075           13%   0.61     No 

PIM             074           16%   0.53     No 

DEL             069           25%   1.38     Yes 
 

KEE             046           02%   0.11     No 
 

Analysis 

Although it didn't make the top-15,  KEE was added to the list because the results were extremely bad and 

that is worth discussing further, as Keeneland is a major turf course.   
 

TSpot was designed as a high risk/reward spot play. As such, the wide ROI variation by track is a case of 

"feast or famine". TSpot was on a roll with multiple longshot winners at about half the tracks on the list.  

The others did not favor the TSpot horses and were fairly cold. Two of the tracks with high play counts, 

BEL and GG, showed high Place ROI indicating that the TSpot runners were live, but a little unlucky 

getting to the Win hole. 
 

What factors were present that produced such poor results with KEE and several of the other tracks? 1) 

The low performing tracks did not produce any $30+ longshot winners. 2) The favorites and other heavily 

bet horses were dominating the outcomes. 3) Early speed was losing badly, particularly important if the 

track ran Turf Sprints. 4) The turf racing at that track was unusually competitive with many 'blanket', 

random and close finishes occurring.  
 

Individual track data is tricky because they are separated by limited sample size that can easily flip from 

year to year. A rating like TSpot tends to run in hot or cold streaks and next year may find a big ROI 

turnaround at many of these tracks. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot    Odds Evaluation 

 

We'll look now at the TSpot in relation to Tote Odds and the AML (Adjusted Morning Line) - looking for 

a sweet spot - the range of greatest productivity.   
 

TSpot Plays 

Tote Odds      Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI    AvgWin   
 

Any             2969    15%  40%     0.99  0.89    $13.00 
 

Tote Favorites  0309    39%  66%     1.12  0.93    $5.70 
 

1/5 - 7/5       0078    58%  76%     1.23  0.96    $4.30 

3/2 - 3/1       0602    29%  65%     0.98  0.93    $6.80 

7/2 - 5/1       0713    16%  47%     0.91  0.80    $11.10 

6/1 - 7/1       0359    11%  34%     0.87  0.83    $15.70 

8/1 - 9/1       0251    10%  33%     1.00  0.90    $20.00 

10/1 - 14/1     0366    08%  27%     1.01  0.97    $26.30 

15/1 - 19/1     0182    07%  22%     1.22  0.82    $37.10 

20/1 - 99/1     0418    03%  14%     1.05  0.99    $73.30 
 

Analysis 

We find no glaring weakness within the entire tote odds range for TSpot, so that is good news. There are 

profits from the lowest to the highest, with a little dip in the range 7/2 and 7/1, so the spectrum isn't too 

volatile. TSpot was designed to find live longshots, which is the key to ROI profits and it does a great job 

from 8/1 and higher. But low odds TSpot plays and betting Favorites perform great with high win rates 

and flat bet profits as well. 

 
TSpot Plays 

AML Odds       Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI    AvgWin   
 

Any             2969    15%  40%     0.99  0.89    $13.00 
 

AML Favorites   0287    27%  54%     0.96  0.82    $7.00 
 

8/5 - 9/5       0033    55%  76%     1.53  0.74    $5.60 

5/2             0143    23%% 61%     0.74  0.84    $5.90 

3/1 - 7/2       0392    26%  62%     1.01  0.92    $6.40 

4/1 - 9/2       0542    19%  47%     0.93  0.83    $9.80 

5/1             0228    13%  40%     0.72  0.71    $10.90 

6/1 - 7/1       0347    12%  39%     0.95  0.87    $15.70 
 

8/1 - 9/1       0309    13%  33%     1.10  0.98    $16.60 

10/1            0124    10%  28%     1.33  0.93    $27.50 

12/1            0236    10%  26%     1.26  1.02    $24.70 

15/1            0191    05%  28%     0.57  1.26    $24.00 

20/1 - 80/1     0349    05%  16%     1.20  0.77    $45.90 
 

Analysis 

The AML spread finds a key demographic between 6/1 and 12/1 with a strong Win/Place ROI and about 

30% of them finish in the trifecta. That is an excellent result with high odds horses. At the 15/1 level, the 

Win ROI is bleak, but notice that the Place return = 1.26. This is a clear indication that this category 

suffered through an unlucky streak for the Win, but many live price plays finished 2nd. The highest level 

at 20/1 AML scored with a lot of bombs and produced a strong Win profit. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot    Fr1 Plays 

 

Fr1 1st Call Velocity Rating (see HTR-Pedia or 2012 E-Book for details) 

Fr1=1 Top ranked Fr1 horse in the field  
 

HTR's stalwart Fr1 rating was so effective in the late 1990s that it single-handedly changed the landscape 

of live longshot identification and tournament strategy. Flat bet profits on every type of race were 

documented, including the grass. Back then, nearly all Turf races were routes and usually only carded for 

allowance and stakes horses. The public perception that front-runners were always bad bets on the turf 

was gospel and most handicapper's believed in "class on grass" and shunned early speed. As a result, the 

odds were extremely high on Fr1=1 plays. They didn't win often, but when they did the payoffs were 

enormous and the ROI soared.  
 

Over time, the public slowly embraced early speed through education. Greater access to online data and 

statistics changed their understanding of the game. The odds on Fr1 plays dropped along with the ROI.  

No doubt that the buzz from HTR membership and the P.R. from tournament victories helped to kill the 

golden goose of Fr1. 
 

But Fr1 is making a quiet comeback. Or maybe it was just waiting for us to discover better methodologies 

and factor combinations. That is certainly true with the powerhouse ROI producer "Fr1 Dominant" that 

typically climbs to the top of the ROI list when all races are tested in Robot. The TSpot includes Fr1 for 

some horses. Let's take a look at the data to see where TSpot finds the money with Fr1=1. 
 

TSpot + Fr1=1   All Turf Races   Purse $10,000+  

Item           Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI   AvgWin   
 

 

All             1210    14%  38%     1.04  0.92   $15.20 
 

$$              0787    10%  29%     1.16  0.99   $21.80  
 

4.5T-5.0T       0469    15%  44%     1.27  1.04   $17.10 

5.5T            0187    11%  30%     0.77  0.69   $14.40 

6.0T-6.5T       0108    15%  32%     1.60  1.55   $24.40 

7.0T-7.5T       0230    13%  33%     0.69  0.78   $11.00 

8.0T-8.3T       0133    15%  41%     1.00  0.80   $13.30 

8.5T-10.0T      0083    13%  39%     0.68  0.76   $10.20 
 

Analysis 

The simple combination of TSpot + Fr1=1 is a flat bet money maker on Turf with over 1200 plays/year. 

There are huge distinctions in terms of Turf distances though. Most of the profit is made in the sprints.   
 

The stats above provide an important lesson in data testing. We have a winning ROI with both the overall 

play as well as an excellent return with the "$$" price plays. Separation by distance category will enhance 

the money considerably. I'm guessing the poor results with 5.5T are an outlier and would expect it to 

improve later. The difficult distance range of 7.0T to 7.5T usually tests poorly with almost any factor 

applied from HTR. No explanation except that those races seem to have highly random outcomes.  

Longer routes from 8.5T to 10.0T are also unproductive with Fr1=1 as we might expect on Turf. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot    The (K) Ranks 
 

Before we look at the TSpot combined with the (K), let's review the most recent 365-day test of the (K) 

on its own with Turf races so we have a comparable benchmark to determine if the TSpot is truly a "move 

up" rating that enhances profits by targeting value plays. 
 

(K) Rank   All Turf Races   Purse $10,000+   Sep 2014-Aug 2015 

Item           Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI    AvgWin   
 

K=1             5952    28%  62%     0.85  0.86    $6.00 

K=2             5954    19%  52%     0.82  0.82    $8.50  

K=3             5952    15%  46%     0.76  0.78    $10.30 

K=4             5949    12%  39%     0.80  0.81    $13.60 

K=5             5935    09%  32%     0.82  0.79    $17.60 

K=6             5799    06%  26%     0.75  0.76    $23.50 

K=7             5387    05%  19%     0.64  0.65    $27.30 

K=8             4626    04%  15%     0.73  0.70    $39.70 

K=9             7888    03%  11%     0.72  0.66    $55.60 
 

Analysis 

The results above are typical of the (K) rating under most race conditions. Pay attention to the bottom 

levels of this chart (K=6 to 9).  Note how poorly these horses perform on Turf. The Win rates are very 

low and the ROI is a major loss in the -30% range for K=6 thru 9. Now compare it to the TSpot results 

with the same (K) rankings below. 

 
(K) Rank   All Turf Races   Purse $10,000+   Sep 2014-Aug 2015 

Item           Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI   AvgWin   
 

K=1             0289    30%  57%     0.99  0.86   $6.50 

K=2             0406    21%  54%     0.89  0.88   $8.60 

K=3             0430    18%  53%     0.92  0.89   $10.20 

K=4             0397    14%  43%     0.84  0.80   $11.70 

K=5             0376    11%  32%     0.71  0.65   $13.00 

K=6             0317    13%  34%     1.16  0.98   $17.90 

K=7             0292    11%  32%     1.28  1.21   $22.70 

K=8             0191    07%  19%     1.03  1.05   $28.10 

K=9             0271    07%  17%     1.30  0.85   $39.20 
 

Analysis: Amazing Results w/ K=6 to 9 

Certainly an extraordinary set of data. The bottom ranks all show flat bet profits for Win and excellent 

returns for Place as well. The depth of the ROI spread tells us this data is not a fluke. Horses ranked at the 

bottom levels (K=6 to 9), as we noted on the previous chart, have very low win rates and major losses 

with unfiltered samples. However, the TSpot can extract the good ones with remarkable consistency and 

provide significant profits.    
 

The top ranked (K=1,2,3) with TSpot are reliable live runners although slightly over bet. The middle 

rankings (K=4,5) are the weakest. We saw something similar with the spread of the odds on page-5, the 

middle group has poor returns. I don't have an explanation for why that happens because the win rates are 

acceptable, it is the ROI that falls off. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot    The Best and the Worst 
 

Let's take a look at my subjective selection of the best and worst factors that combine with TSpot. These 

were chosen based on healthy sample count and the impact of plentiful live longshot plays as well as 

potential use in spot plays.   
 

The Best of TSpot 
 

$$  / Lone $$ 

Excellent profits are to be made on the "$$" plays that are also a TSpot, especially if the TSpot horse is 

the only "$$" in the race. There were nearly 1400 "$$" plays in a year that combined with TSpot. There 

were lots of high-priced longshots that beat their odds. The tradeoff is that the Win% is very low.  
 

Fr1 60+ 

This is one of my favorite HTR angles of all time and it also works really well with TSpot in Turf Sprints.  

There were over 700 plays in the one year sample and the ROI > 1.20. 
 

Razor Sharp 

A 10% profit with over 800 plays in a year with the basic combo of TSpot + Razor. This is a perfect 

tandem for a spot play. The ROI was achieved without a giant payoff as the highest priced winner paid 

just 30/1. The "Fit & Ready" horses - a subset of Razor Sharp - did well too. 
 

{Hot Jockey} 

Not common, but very potent if the TSpot entrant is switching to a hot rider. This is a big move up play.  

I'm a bit skeptical though as the sample size was small and the generic "Hot Jockey" designation (same 

jockey as last start) showed a terrible return.   
 

Trainer Change 

A claim or barn switch has a notable impact on TSpot profits. A 30% ROI gain with over 300 plays in the 

one year sample.   

 

The Worst of TSpot 
 

Front Wraps 
Here we find surprisingly bad results if the TSpot horse is wearing wraps today. Note this is not front-

wraps "on", but just any horse that races with the wraps whether or not they had worn them previously.  

You can filter this one out in Robot3 using the negatives module "NO Front Wraps". 
 

Claiming Races (not maiden claimers) 

Overall, the TSpot plays have a poor ROI in claimers. Keep an eye on this one and try separating the Turf 

Sprints with the Routes and see if the losing ROI is a function of certain distance categories.   
 

State-Breds 

TSpot is not good, so far, with races restricted to State-Bred runners.   
 

Jockey 350+ 

Highly rated jocks win their share with the TSpot horses (20%), but they are severely over-bet and the 

ROI drops below 0.80 (-20%). 
 

Apprentice Jockeys 

Here we find a loss of -50% on the rookie riders when they get the TSpot mount. No clue why this result 

is so poor because many Robot3 samples are profitable with the apprentice jockeys due to favorable odds 

on unknown young jocks. 
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 Handicapping with HTR 

TSpot On Dirt, Wet or Poly? 
 

TSpot algorithm was researched and designed for Turf races only. It was never tested or considered in any 

manner with the other surfaces. But our curiosity gets the best of us when we wonder if the TSpot would 

provide similar impact and profit on Dirt, Wet or Poly. Many of the elements of TSpot have proven 

positive results on all surfaces. These include the velocity ratings Fr1 and S/P as well as Razor Sharp, k2 

and Luck among others. Here are the results when TSpot is applied to all races and surfaces. 
 

TSpot   All Races   Purse $10,000+   Sep 2014-Aug 2015 

Dist/Surf          Plays    Win  ITM     WROI  PROI   AvgWin 
 

All Surfaces       15734    16%  45%     0.85  0.85   $10.70 
 

Dirt Sprint         7458    15%  44%     0.80  0.83   $10.80 

Dirt Route          1925    19%  50%     0.92  0.93   $9.70 
 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Turf Sprint         1779    14%  38%     1.02  0.88   $14.70 

Turf Route          1190    17%  43%     0.94  0.91   $10.80 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Wet Sprint          1457    16%  47%     0.81  0.79   $10.00 

Wet Route            394    18%  49%     0.67  0.74   $7.60 
 

Poly Sprint         1151    16%  49%     0.76  0.79   $9.30 

Poly Route           380    23%  51%     1.10  0.92   $9.40 

 

Analysis 

The other surfaces produce a surprisingly high ITM% for TSpot plays, but the Win ROI suffers 

considerably. The only bright spot was the Poly Routes, but it has the lowest sample size and appears to 

have hit a hot streak during this test period.   
 

So we can't adapt TSpot verbatim to Dirt, Wet or Poly because the ROI is a substantial loser. But the 

concept of TSpot can certainly be a blueprint for other similar spot play algorithms based on specific 

conditions. These could include Maiden races, cheap Claimers, etc. Every E-Book going forward will 

include something similar to TSpot. 
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Robot3 

TSpot    Complete Bill's Spot Plays 
 

We have a nice bonus this month with a guest providing two TSpot spot plays. "Complete Bill" is one of 

the most popular members of the Discussion Forum because he willingly shares his findings with Robot3.  

Thanks Bill for sending me your best TSpot research! Bill welcomes your feedback on the Robot 

Discussion Forums and he appreciates additional input to enhance his analysis as well.    
 

Bill's Play #1 

Let's start with a monster ROI spot play that he put together.   
 

Plays=337     Win=26%  ITM=50%    WROI =1.82  PROI=1.38   AvgWin=$13.90    High=$66 
 

 TSpot 

 All Dist/ (Turf only) 

 Any Class Type 

 3yr / 3up/4up (no 2yr) 

 Razor Sharp 

 HTR=1,2,3,4,5 

 RS = F,E,P,S  (no R) 

 JKY 050-350 

 EPR 080-109 

 HTR Range 20 - 69 

 Horse Age 03-08 

 Layoff 25+ 
 

Analysis 

If your results do not match the above exactly, be aware that I left out a few minor filter tweaks from his 

original specs after editing the text. If you would like the complete set of filters Bill used, send me an 

email. The key basis of this play is the combination of TSpot + Razor Sharp and using the top-5 HTR 

only. The only major elimination from the race filters is removing 2yr. All distance categories showed a 

healthy profit. Keep in mind that play counts are relatively low with TSpot because they are confined to 

Turf races only. 

 
Bill's Play #2 
The next play uses the combination of TSpot with E/P=1,2 and a number of eliminators. 
 

Plays=274     Win=24%  ITM=49%    WROI =1.91  PROI=1.33   AvgWin=$16.10    High=$98 
 

 TSpot 

 All Distance / (Turf only) 

 E/P=1,2 

 No Chronic Losers / No Cold Trainers / No Bad Jockeys / No Bad T+J / No Bad PED 

 HTR = 1,2,3,4,5 

 AML = 1.8 (9/5) - 20.0 (20/1) 
 

Analysis 

Again, I left out a few of the minor filter tweaks to keep this article on one page, but you can email me for 

the full array. The key here is the E/P=1,2 and then removing a bunch of key loser categories such as 

Chronic Losers and  Bad Pedigree. A nicely tailored spot play. 
 

Two thumbs up and kudos to Bill for submitting the spot plays. He sent me several more with smaller play 

counts, perhaps he'll share some of those on the Robot discussion forum later. But these two should give 

you plenty of ammo to try some Robot3 TSpot research on your own. 
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 Software Updates 

MaxVel  Upgrade   Oct 1, 2015 
 

The newest version of MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) software is readyand has a version date: "October 1, 

2015".   Listed below are the new features, most of them in the Modeler.  
 

The TSpot rating was added to various screens. It was placed wherever the "$$" flag is also located, 

usually to the right of a data line.  
 

Modeler (K) Filter 

On the Modeler filter screen, the (K) rating spread is now available for filtering. Also there is a checkbox 

for "K-Rank Top-5 Only" for simplified contender filtering.   
 

Insufficient Data Threshold 

The number of data matches (similar races) necessary to display a Wizard model has been lowered to 5 

races from the previous 7. This means you'll get less of those frustrating "Insufficient Data" messages 

when working with limited sample size. 
 

New Option: [ Top-6 Accum.] 

The new (blue) button is found on the Modeler menu.  It displays a report that has accumulative Win (or 

Place) percentage for top-6 rankings.  This could be helpful for those that want to look deeper than top-4.  

You'll find more 100% situation when rank 5,6 are included in the stats.  
 

Modeler Post-Position 

The full spread of the post-position statistics have been added to the "Gets Full Stats" printout.  Post-

Position has also been added to all aspects and options in the Modeler. It is included as one of the "Full 

Coverage" factors (all horses are rated). But there is a catch to it, and you need to be aware of how it 

works differently from the other statistics used in the Modeler. 
 

Post 1 thru 4 is the focus for the Modeler 

When using the Modeler, we are looking for high percentage results with the various rankings. The hope 

is to find something extreme in the 75% - 100% range, such as if the Top4 ranked (K) are producing 90% 

of the winners. This helps us to focus on that factor and narrow the contenders to four or fewer horses.  

But post-position is not a ranking, it is merely a gate assignment. It is not quite the same as any other 

factor that has a clear hierarchy among the top four. It is entirely different than our other rankings, but it 

can be used to uncover an inside bias.   
 

The Modeler is programmed to tally statistics for the rankings 1 thru 4. The same is true for post position 

1 thru 4 as it relates to computing in the Modeler. That's ok because of the extreme post-position bias that 

will manifest from the inside slots.    
 

Extreme Post-Position Bias Assessment 

The Modeler assesses just post 1-4. The results will rarely exceed the other factor rankings in potency.  

But sometimes it will display an extreme win rate for the inside four positions. If that's the case, then the 

track probably features a severe inside bias. Normally an inside bias will aid early speed as well.    
 

My initial testing of post-position stats within the Modeler rarely flagged it as a key factor. Once in a 

while though, it did pop up and it was an interesting find. The purpose of the Modeler is to keep you alert 

to dominant data tendencies. If post 1 and 2 are winning 50% of the races, that is a significant pattern. If 

the post 1 thru 4 are winning 75% or more of the races, then the track is holding a severe inside surface 

bias that can be exploited.   
 

Big thanks to all of you that submitted suggestions for the Modeler! 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Software Updates 
Maxvel is the latest software update and you can get a copy by accessing the usual installation 
links on our website - Demo page or Subscriber Zone. See page 11 herein for details on new 
additions to MaxVel. We have a step-by-step installation link available on our website at this 
link:  
 

http://htr2.com/km/pdf/HTR_INSTALLATION_GUIDE.pdf 
 

 

Mike Mayo 365 
Mike Mayo died of cancer on Sept. 18, 2014 and as a memorial to the one year anniversary of 
his death, we have posted several links on our Tournament discussion forum if you would like to 
read them and watch a video of his final words to his horse racing friends.   
http://www.HTR2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=14879 

 
HTR   Handicapping Technology & Research 
Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR (1487) 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): http://htr2.com 

  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR 
Subscriber Zone around the 20th of alternate months.  Monthly subscribers can view the current 
PDF newsletter for no charge on-line.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
library archives. 
 
Products and services from HTR 
HTR Unlimited Download $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current issue included with monthly subscription. Archived 
Newsletters (15 years) Located in the HTR-Library on our website. 
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